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If IHTRODUCTIOH 
polygenic or Quantitatlre charsicters are definef? as those 
measurable characters which are controlled by a large number 
of genes usually with small IndlTidual effects. Among them 
are expressions such as yield end maturity, with which plant 
and animal breeders are chiefly concerned.) Iiuismuch na the 
success of breeding depends largely on the inheritance of 
such characters, an understanding of polygenic actions would 
be invaluable guidance to breeders in choosing appropriate 
experimental techniques* 
Since individual effects of polygenes are small, they 
are obscured by environmental variation. In 0 few simple 
cases in plants, in which they are recognizable, the genes 
have been identified and their nature ascertained in studies 
of their linkage relations with qmlitative genes (Sax, 1924; 
Lindstrom, 1927a), of plelotropy which may be conceived as 
complete linkage (De Haan, 1931; Yeager, 1937), and of direct 
classificati<m of phenot^pes (Powers, 1934). Althou^^ the 
pattern of inheritance has been shown therein to be similer 
to that of qualitative characters, it is still an h priori 
assumption that it is generally so, particularly that of a 
more complex character.^ 
previous studies of the red pepper (Webber, 1912; Halsted, 
1916} Dale, 1929; Deshpand , 1933; Kaiser, 1936; Khambancmda, 
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1941) have shown that meaaurementa of fruit length, width, 
shspe, snci weight say toe considered typical polygenic charac­
ters of varying degrees of complexity, A thorougja genetic 
amlyais of them will serve ss an illustration of aethods toy 
which actions of the polygenes can toe determined. 
As the ntxmtoer of genes affecting a polygenic character 
is large, it is impossitole to single them out individually, 
A suggestion for simplifiestion would toe to study then in 
small groups if grouping is feasible on biologic*1 toases. 
Powers (1941) follows this method of approach in bis studies 
of inheritance of maturity in the tomsto toy using three 
developmental stages and investignting them separately, 
MacArthur and Butler (1938) propose that fruit-siae genes 
toe divided at least into two groupss those governing rate of 
cell division or duration of sctive mitosis, and the others 
governing cell expansion. 
The usual genetic analysis of complex polygenic charac­
ters utilizes statistical methods toy which genes and their 
combined effects are investigated as a whole. It involves 
fitting data to one model of gene action and disproving other 
alternatives,} The disproof is cumbersome, is frequently dis­
regarded, and so deductions are inconclusive. 
In most instances in the past, materials vuere limited 
to j^rental, Fg, toackcrosa generations, and selected 
advanced progenies. Often, results were inadeouate for 
ppeoiae conclusion. For the present study, it was thought 
that unseleeted Pjj and generations might supply sufficient 
Information, and the experiment was planned accordingly. 
The objects of this experiment were to deterralne the 
pattern of inheritance of fruit-size characters, le:p:gth, 
width, shape, rand weight, by successiTe selfings of a hybrid 
between two red pepper varieties which showed large differ­
ences* 
(1) To find the genetic relationship of size components, 
whether inherited separately or in conjunctitm with each 
other. In this respect, it would be desirable to ascertain 
if shape genes are transmitted as such or if they are 
composites of length and width factors, 
(2) To observe the ti»end of means brought about by self-
fertilisation and to make deductions on actions of genes 
therefrom, 
(3) To estimate environmental, genotyplc, and genetle 
variances in segregating generations, and to discover how 
these estimates conform with the expected values set forth 
by genetic theorems,^ so that inference may be made on 
properties and behavior of genes. 
(4) To fit results to formulae for the calculation of 
minimum number of genlc differences in materials of the 
cross. 
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II. MATEBIALS AND METHOES 
fwo coifflnei*eial varieties of red pepper (CapalciMB 
fruiteBeens L») were obtained from W, Atlee Burpee Company 
of Philadelphiaf Red Chili which hss sBiall elongated 
fmlt and Sunnytorook (Pg) which has large oblate fruit. 
They were naturally self-fertilized and were uniform in 
fruit and other morphological characteristics* 
Plants were selfed once in 1940* Grosses were then 
Btade between the two -rarieties, using Red Chili as the 
female parent. plants were sclfed for Pg. 
Seeds from sixty unselectef^ Fg plants were separately 
collected for sixty Pg progenies. Four plants of each 
progeny were picked at random at the seedling stage and 
seeds were harvesteri and bulke?^ by progeny for ti«5( field 
test. The production of se®'^ was done in the greenhouse. 
In the 1946 test, plants of all generations, Pg, 
^1' ^ 2' ^ 3* ^4 8t«rten in the greenhouse and trans­
planted to the field. Wo selection was practised. The 
few missing hills, ebout eight percent of the total of 3600 
plants, werp filled by replantings. 
The design of experiment was a randomised complete 
block. Four plots were randomised within a blocki one 
plot with sixty Pg plants; another plot with sixty plants. 
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one plant per progenyj th© third with sixty plants, on® 
plant per progeny; and the fourth with a subplot of twenty 
plants, another subplot with twenty Pg, and the third 
subplot with tw^ty Plants were randomieef^ within 
plots and subplotaj and subplots were rimdomised within a 
plot. Fg and plants were labeled according to the progeny 
to which they belcmged. 
The arrang^ent in a plot was t«ti plants per row spaoed 
1-3/4 feet within the row and 3^- feet between rows, six rows 
per plot or two rows per subplot* 
35 feet 
42 feet 
Fg 60 plants 
20 plants 
Pj 20 plants 
Pg 20 plants 
Fj 60 plants 
I 
F 60 plants 
BLOCK I 
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Fifteen replications gave a total of 3,600 hills, of 
which goven plante were misBing. Border rows wei'e used, 
Witli sixty plants to a plot, one-sixtieth or 1»67 
percent o f  the genetic v ? 3 r i f l.nce of Fg, F^, a n d  w a s  
confounded with "block differences and might he considerer' 
negligible (cf. 100-plant plot by PowevB, 1942), Additional 
plants would have increased environmental variations or 
error within plot but would have decreasei the proportion 
of genetic variance confounden with block. Smaller plot 
size would have had reverse effects. 
Sixty pi^genies of and P^ were considered as fair 
samples of Pg and P^ populations respectively. However, 
one plant per progeny per generation of Pg and P^ in a plot, 
completely confounded variance within progenies with block 
variations. More plants of fewer progenies, for example, 
two of each of thirty progenies, would still constitute a 
si&all sample, and because the two plants were samples of a 
segregating population, the effect of confounding would still 
be large. 
Since pg, and F^ were non-segregating, twenty plants 
of each in a subplot were considered sufficient. The sub­
plots were so arranged thsst comparisons of Fg, and P^ 
were precise among themselves. 
Fiv«% fruits from each plant were harvested when ripe 
or turning red. Length was raes^suren from proximal to distal 
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ead of individual fruits with peduncle removed, and width 
at middle portion, to the nearest millimeter. The five 
measurements were average The shape index was expressed 
«a a ratio of length to width. 
Dry and green weights of five fruits per plant were 
r-^eordet^ to the nearest tenth of a gram and to the nearest 
gram respectively. The total weight of five fruits per 
plant is presented in the results, an' not the average fruit 
weight. 
III. aMlTIG THEORBMS 
A, The Means 
Opdinarily, the method of distinguishing nailtlpllcatlT© 
aotion doQlnanee of small value of a gene is based on 
means* 
Let Pg, and be the means of one homosygous parent» 
of the otfser homoeygotis parent, and of first generation hybrids 
respectively. 
Pi / Po Arithmetic dominance = z. 
Geometric domlnsnce * log ^ 
F J p J gjf 
Fg arithmetic raean - , .!• (Wright, 1922), which 
may be extended tot 
T « 4. . - / 3.og Pp / 2 log Ft Log Fo geometric mean = ^ l ^  ^ i r ** 
4 
The calculations are dependent on values of the honozygotes 
(Pi. pg), the heteroaygoteCFj^) and the segregating population (Fg). 
It may be argued that genetic backgrounds or substrates of Pj, 
Pg, and Fg are all different and unoomparable with each 
other. These substrate factors msy modify expressivity of genee. 
If they do so, conclusions derived from Pg, F^, and Pg data 
may be misleading, whereas Pg, Fg, and P^ results should be 
preferred since individuals of the latter generations have 
comparatively sirrilar samples of the gwaetic substrates. 
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Two criteria for distinguishing effects of genes may be 
presented: 
(1) Variations within Pg,, '^nd indicate environ­
mental influence on tla© character. If the variations in all 
three populations are a proximately equal, the effects of 
environment are additive# If they become e^^ual only by 
traneforming data to 0 logarithmic scale, then the effects 
of environment, Rnd probably but not necessarily those of 
genes, are multiplicative. As effects of genes sjad environ-
ra«?nt are often unpsrallel, the test is not conclusive. 
The skewness of distributions within P^, Pg, and 
indicstee wVrether environmental variations are ?»dditive or 
tmiltiplicative. However, the third-mowent st tistic, especially 
of distributions of segregating generations, may be exag­
gerated by infrequent inclusion of extreme individutils so 
that it does not always me isure skewness as such, 
(2) A more effective method of differentiating genie 
aanifestfitions is the examination of the trend of means of 
successively selfed generations after hybridization. 
Ignoring various genetic substrstea and assuming no 
epist-^sy, suppose a character if affecter? by two pairs of 
genets s 
AA = 2*2^ Aa s Xj^ / dj^ aa = 0 
BB « 2x2 Bb » Xg / dg bb = 0 
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Symbols and dg m»3y represent any real 
values. If djj^ and dg are positlv©, dominanee for th© larg« 
value is IndiCRted; if d^ and dg are negative^ dominance for 
the small v^lue is Indicated. If d. Is positive "nd d 
negative, both dominances are preset; if d^^ and dg are s«ro, 
dominance is atos®:it. 
Let - AAbb and pg s asBB 
Mean S and mean Pg s Sxg 
^{mean / raean Pg) « / Xg 
Mean ^ 3^ ® *i / *2 ^  ^ ^  
Mean Fg « x^ / Xg / Kdj^ / dg) 
Mean F3 * Xj^ / Xg / Kd^^ / dg) 
Mean ^ 4 ® *1 / Xg / l/8(d^ / dg) 
Mean s *1 / *2 
The forwalae my be extended to r factors and n genera­
tions of self-fertilisatic®t 
lle«P„= 1^X1/ 
It may be proved that when there is no selection, 
linkage does not change the means of generations# Although 
it alters genotypic ratios and variances, the means remain 
the same ss if linkage is absent. 
By continued selfing without selection, the raean of 
any one generation approaches the mean of parents by one-half 
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of felie differsncs between the juoam of the preceding genera­
tion and the mean of parents: 
)» where n - 2, generations of 
selfing. 
Examples Fg - Pg = ^Fg - !£ ) 
- i 
-Mil. » % Where n - 3, generations of selfing, 
^n-"2 "" -"n-l -
and limit 
n-> CO 
B;xaiaples Fg - F4 - '^(Fg - Fg) 
If 21 dj^ is positive (excess of dominance of large); even 
if some dj^ are negative, the trend of generation means ie 
decreasing an^ may be represented as followss 
i—<-
_4 1 I 
^ 'V ^3 'L «i 
z 
A common pj obleai in analysis is the interpretation of 
positive ske'#ness of Fg distributions, which may be explained 
by either rsultiplicstive effects 
of genes or dominance of small 
Fg distribution '•aluea. 
If dominance is pr© lominantly for mall ( 2!d^ negative), 
the trend of means of successively selfed generations is 
invariably Increasingt 
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If it is not InereASing, do«in«?nce of small cannot be th« 
cause of skewness, An glternativ© explnnstion, the multiplica­
tive effects of genes can be considerei} and tho original 
data should be transformed to logarithms for analysis. 
The above fornmla© hold true for «?ll degrees of dominance, 
partial, complete, or overdCHainance, positive or negative 
direction, or oorabinatlons of them. The sum of dominant 
deviations, E d^, may be eatlmuted from means of all genera­
tions. 
ks a corollary, if ^  is r.ero, in wHich dominance of 
sasll and large is balance', or dominance is absent, the average 
of parental means eouals th« mean of Pj^, Pg, Pg, 
Selfing without selection does not increase or decrease th© 
mean of any generation# 
«• 
^ ^  • ^2 • ^3 ® ••••••• ® F'ja 
Eplstasy or intf^ractlon of non-allelic genes would shift 
the means in one direction or the other essentially in the same 
manner as dominance, which is interaction of allelic genes* la 
inhibiting interaction, which is comparable to dominance of 
snmll, the means of successively selfed generations would 
tend to increases whereas in complejfientary action, which la 
eoaparable to dominance of large, they woiild decrease* The 
rate of shift depends on the kind and magnitude of eplst«.sy 
in question; and no generalisation can be formulated. 
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B. The Varlanc«a 
Variances of ^2' nnd P^, which are entirely ©nvlron-
raentftly mnj be equal* powers { 1945ci) finds that, in the 
tomato, they are proportional to generation means. Charles 
and Smith (1959) believe) that standard deviations ar© correlated 
with means. Qustafsson (1946) finds tnor© variable than 
«n<3 Pg, whereas it is a common experi«mce asong ssaize 
breeders th«t in some characterr as date of tasseling, 
inbreig are more affected by climatic ch-nges than Fj. in 
cotton, Panse (1940) does not find any relationship between 
variances end means of staple length. 
If the environiBental variance of segregr.tiTig generations 
een be estimated from P^, Pg, and then genotypic variance 
(1) ; >f Pg, and is the difference between total 
variance (T) and environmentol variance (I). Oeaotyplc 
virlgnce (H) m^y b'^ broken down into additively genetic variance 
(G) plus variances ascribed to dominance (D), eplstasy (I), 
and linkage (L). 
T = H / B S G / n / l / L / E  
fh© estimate of genetic variance (G) is the regression 
of Pg progenies on Fg parents (Panse, 1940), which mesaa res 
herltsbility of Fg» But the estiTa»tlon of genetic varinnc© 
of Fg from genetic variance of Fg grown in the previous year 
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Is not entirely correct iinlesi- genotypic manifest' tlons of 
pg and Fg ar® similarly affected by environment from year to 
year. In n majority of p.gronouiic chsirr^ctere, it has be«n 
found that inteyiction between genotypes and year, or covari-
ance (HE), is often significantly large. Th© interaction 
may be ellminstoj by use of F and F. planted at the same 
o 4 
tiBie, Heritability of is measurei by regression of 
on Fg progenies. 
When homozygous parents are use l, the genotypic variance 
of non-segregating generations is zeroi 
H(?3^) « ll(Pg) = H(F^) s 0 
With selfing, the genotypic variances of segregating 
generations may be formulate-^ as followsj 
If dominant hoiaozygote AA is 2x, heteroaygotp Aa is 
X / d, and recessive hoaiozygote aa is 0, 
^ V 
/ 3d^ 
O g 
Variance of Pg is ^ ^  
Variance of Fjj is "Tf / "jg— 
Variance of la 
ifi 2 
Variance of is r 
Variance of is - ij / 
n - 2, generations of selfing* 
, where 
The formulae my be extended to r independent genes with 
no epistatic effects; 
H(F^) « [2®"^-l]^ ^1 I I' T •••III m 
gn-1 40-1 
(1) With no epistasy or linkage, 
(a) If dominance is abs-mt,d = 0, the heteroaygot# 
being mid-way between parental homozygotes, 
G(F„) - G(P -) 
_ g ' J .  s where n - 3, generations of 
selfing 
GiPg) s 1,50 0(Fg) 
GiP^) « 1.75 G(Pg) 
G(Fg) « X,875 a(Fg) 
(l»)» If all fsctors ar© completely dominant, for 
large (d S x) or for small (d « -x), or both for large 
and simll, 
H(P„) - ^ 
* 
ElP ) • l.iiS H(Pg) 
H(F^) s 1.3125 H(F2) 
H{Pg) = 1.328125 HCPg) 
(c) If some factors are eompletely domiziant while 
others are not, or if factors are p«r ttally dominant 
(0< d<|x| ), or combinations thereof^ 
i , i i HI Vi' - Va' ' 
(d) As selfing continues, overdominance (d> »xl) of 
some size, such as d = 18x1, decreases genotypic variaece, 
H(P^) < 
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The decreose may be roughly visualised by th« fact that 
nelfing lowers tbe proportion of heterozygotes, which, being 
overdominant, hatre extreme values away from the generation 
mean# 
(2) ?l©an genotypic variance within progenies eqmls 
one-half of Fg genotjpic variance (Psnse, 1940), It may to® 
proved fiirt^-'er th')t mean genotypic varimce within 
progenies Is one-half of that within orogenies if there 
is no --ipistflsy or linkage* 
Suppose two factors are segregating independently. 
Heterozygote Aa contributes vari'-ince w; Bb, variance s; and 
AaBb,v^riancv^ w/z. 
Variance of F- whtnh is derived from P., AaBb, ie m/z, 
^ X 
F_ progenies derive-^ from ?o Prsouenoy Variance within F-
of foiiowinR genotypea" prOi;^erilea 
AaBb ^ w / 8 
AaBB, Aabb ^ W 
AABb, asBb i s 
AABB, AAbb, aaBB, aabb ^ 0 
Mean variance within Fg progenies « ^ {w /«) 
progenies derived from F^ Preoueney Variance within 
of following;' genotproRenles 
AaBb 1/16 w / a 
AaBB, Aabb 3/16 w 
AABb, aaBb 3/16 t 
AABB, AAbb, aaBB, aabb 9/16 0 
Mean variance within progenies - ^ {w / z) 
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The relationship is true for sny number of factor pairs 
with no ©pistasy or linkaj-o, and it may bo generalised that mean 
genotypic or genetic variance within progenies of any one genera­
tion beyond Pg is one-half of that within progenies of the 
preeeding generation, 
(3) From Fisher, Immer, and Tedin (1938), for a single 
factor difference, if recessive Uvomo^ygot© is 0, dominant 
hoao^ygote 2x, and heterozygote x/d, the fojw^lae may be ex­
tended to F4I 
2 2 
Varienee of Pg i(2x / 6 ) 
2 2 
Mean variance within Fj^ progenies l/8(2x / d ) 
2 2 
Mean vfiirianc© within F4 progenies l/l6(2x / d ) 
Q O 
Variance of mmnB of F3 progenies / fd ) 
2 
Variance of means of progenies i{2x / I/I6 d ) 
Yariance due to dominance (D) may be estimaten aa: 
Variance of - Variance of means of Pg progenies s 
3/16 
Variance of means of progenies - Variance of means 
of F4 progenies » 3/64 d^ 
2 
If r pairs of genes are xmlinked with no epistatio devia-
y g T 
tions, the above two eo mtions become 3/16 2! d* and 3/64 X. dV 
1=1 i=l 
respectively. And if dominance of each gene is eoual in magni­
tude, d, the values finally become 3/16 rd and 3/64 rd^» 
If dominance is absent, the genetic variance of Fg, 
©Qual to genetic variance of means of F3, or F^, 
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ppogenles. 
(4J Qualitative factors have been demonstrated to exhibit 
several kinds of epistasy* Unless epistatie manifeststiona 
are outstanding^ a gross study like the present one caimot 
identify them. Doautiftnce and epistasy give similer stntisti-
eal results, and no one has been able to separate their 
effects. 
In polygenic characters, an effect ascriberi to epistaay 
such 8s heterosis may well be explained by iominflnce, and 
vice versa# In crop improv^Bent, both would b© equally 
important expressions; it probably does not matter whether 
one or the other is the cause* 
(5) Depending on phaa^, linkage has a role in variance 
of segregating populations. In coupling phase, it inoreases 
the variance} ia repulsion pheae, the reverse la true# fhe 
mgnitude depends on crossover values and generations of 
inbreeding# 
With continued selfings, the change in variance attri­
buted to linkage is coraparatively large in first few genera­
tions, especially when crossover values are high# After 
three or four self-fertiliaations, which Mve rapidly brou^t 
homozygosie, the variance becomes constant as equilibritMa is 
being reached when the proportion of gametes in coupling and 
repulsion phases is constant# To confirm the statement, 
formulae by Lindstrcmt (1948) may be citedi 
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'a - 'Aro / "o)'!!-! - ('o " 
»n = ®<'o / »o'"n-l / ('o -
where pjg is gametic ratio, s = 1, and a = generation of 
self-fertiligation. 
The equations are solved and raluea plotted in Figure 1, 
Thus, in advanced generations, in which homosygotes are 
prevalent, the effect of linkjnge on shift in Tariance is 
negligible. 
With links5e, the ratf' of homoaygoBis of gene oorotoina-
tions may be formulated. If p is a crossover value of two 
linked genes and q « l-p» 
homozygosis of gene comhinations in Fg » Mp^ / <1®) 
homo^ygoels of gene combinations in 
homozygosis of gene combinations in F4 s l/8tp^/<|2)^/3/4 
homozygosis of gene combinations in s 
The values are plotten in Figure 2, which shows that self-
fertiliKation with linkage brings raore r^ipid homozygosis of di-
hybrid gene combinatiois than with independent iulieritancei. 
If there is linkage, the mean variance within 
progenies is not expected to he one-half of Fg variance. 
at equilibpiua 
n-1 
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SELF-FERTILIZATION WITH LINKAGE 
0.50 
ASYMPTOTES 
0.45-
.4444 
0.41 
.4000 
0.35-
LLI 
3 0.3Q 
-.2857 
C0.25-
.2308 • 
o 0.2( 
.1667 
.0909 
0.0! 
GENERATIONS OF SELF FERTILIZATION 
Fig. 1, Gen© recombinations by self-fertilization 
with linkage. 
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Comple+e \\nWa<9 
4 .so 
qXIndependent-
inheri+ance 
o 
"i -4 S 
F^LIA sL. C,E:KiEl?2Aa'\0^i'=b 
oo 
WC5M0ZV<:::,0'S\"^ OF* <G,ElKiEl C.OMBVWATlON'b 
BV -^ELLR-FE:t2T\Ll"ZAT\OM WITH A.G,E. OF A 
DtHYraR.lD. 
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Assuming Aa with variance w, Bb with rariance «, and th« two 
genes linked with no eplstatlc Int© action, the varianc® eon-
tributed by a double heteroaygote AaBb is not (w / z) but 
(w / 8 / covarlance we), (ef. Panse, 1940), fhe covarlanc© 
eomponent is ascribed to llnk?ige; it is positive in case of 
coupling and negpitive in case of repulsion. Hence, the 
relation, that the mean variance within F progenies la 
O 
one-half of F variance, or the mean variance within W. 
2 4 
progenies is one-half of that within progenies, is true 
only when linkage or epistasy is absent, The variance of 
Pg or variances is also dependent upon intensity and phase 
of linkage, 
C» KTomber of Oenes 
The conventional estimation of number of genie differences 
In any cross Is based on a ratio by arbitrary apportionment of 
Pg irtien separation of phenotypes is possible in a multimodal 
distribution* However, such simple oases are rare. Kven then, 
the conclusion depends largely on how Pg individuals are elassi-
fied Into groups. 
Por unimodal distributions, several investigators have 
presented methods of ant^lysis which are essentially based on 
the expansion of a binomial {x / y)^', where x and y are allelic 
gene vslues and r is number of gene pairs. The genes are 
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asaumed to be independently assortlv©, having eoual additive 
effects, with no dominance ot epistssy. 
Castle (1921) and Wright (1954) devised a fomula for 
estimating gen® numbers which may be extender. If r is 
number of pairs of Tinllnked genes with additive actions, no 
dominance or epistasy, and x. is a single gene effect, then 
r 
2 S Xi is the genetic range ( ^  The P genetic variance, 
ISL ^ P P 2 
G(Fg), is I Z x.*^. 
i«l * 
,8 A 2 ^ (Genetic range)*' 2 r isi ^ 
Genetic variance of Fp oTfTT r \ 
® IZXF 
ISL 
If the genes have equal effects, x, in which a minimmn 
number of genes is estimated, then 
A . 1^= 8R 
Froffl previous derivations of relationship of variants 
of segregating generations, it imj be shown thats 
2 2 
/\ 16 r i> a 32y 
T STPJT "7" 
The difference between bomoaygous parental values has 
often been used as the genetic range. Shull (1921) points 
out that this is Incorrect for the parents need not be extreme 
genotypes of the range, and. In polygenic characters, the 
probability of their being so is very small. If the number 
of genes ia large, sflimplQs of also are unlikely to include 
the extremes. 
With no linkage or epistasy, if dcwinance is complete in 
one direction only, and th© genes are additive, the genetic 
range Is 1;^,., if the dominant phenotype of a gene 
pair ia 2x,, recessive 0, and number of gene pairs r, then the 
r 
genetic range (A ) is 2 Z. x,, and the P„ genotypic variance 
r „ 1=1 ^  
(H)F23S5/4 £ XI . 
1*1 
2 ^L/I'2 2 
(Genetic range)^ A . 4(Fi » ^ ) 
Genotypic variance of Fg hIF^) " HCPg) 
4(ZLX,)^ 
m 
3 ^ • 2 
^ i=l 
With equal gcsie effects, x, 
2 
,  ^ ( F ,  S. Straus, unpublished) 
HTF^T ^ 
2 2 
^ ^  S SI*:, and, 8 2|6£ 
IRFJT 
If doBiinanoe deviations are both positive end negative in 
•• F directions, the genetic range will be larger than 2(f-^ - «3L-§)» 
Selection for extreme values for several generations will give 
a close estimate of the range. 
Analysing Winter's data in the selection of high and low 
oil in maize,'Student'(1934) takes th© difference between the 
highest and the lowest oil contents attaine'^ in 28 ye^rs as 
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the genetic rsiige# He calculates additive genetic variance {Q) 
by regression of progeny on selected parents. Since the 
variance is additively genetic, an:3 ia used in the estimstion 
of minimiiK number of genes, he has to make a»ny assumptions. 
Among them, he ignores the observed correlation between 
standard devifitions and raeans, which may c mse error in the 
genetic variance estimate. The correlation my be an explana­
tion of the greater progress of selection for hi^ oil content 
than for low oil* Also, because the original meterial is 
not an but a r-^na^a sample of a population, gene frequency 
on tlie average is \mlikely to be one-half, which he asa\ime8« 
By a similar procedure, JPans® (1940) eatimatee genetic 
variance of Pg by regression of progenies on Fg, and 
calculates the **effective" nuiaber of factors as a ratio of 
squared genotypic variance within Fg progenies to variance of 
the genotypic Fg variance. As he cfirmot find genotypic 
variance, he substitutes genetic variance for genotypic. He 
proceeds to fit th© results to vaidous models of genes, some 
with dominance and multiplicative effects, which wo'Jld contra­
dict the definition of genetic variance, which he has actually 
calculated. 
Assuming no linkage or epiatasy, and all r factors segre­
gating with equal vfiriance w in Pg, panae proves that 
„ rw 
Mean genotypic variance within Pg progenies = 
-26 
Variance of genotypic •arlanc© within Fg progenies 5 
effective" ntimher of genes 
For progenies, it toe proved thftti 
mm I'W 
Mean genotypic variance within progenies s HiP^) - ""4 
Variance of genotypic variance within F4 progenies -
'fhe formula© also apply with the use of genetic varianoeei 
Wh«Ei factors have multiplicative effects, transfoiwation 
of data to logarithms will be suffici^it snd simple with the 
us® of punched cards. For estim^iting number of genes, 
Poole and Grimball (1945) present a method of geometric 
analysis, whereby data need not be tranaformef^, text complica­
tions involved are unjustified. 
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IV. RESULTS AK.0 DISGUSaiOIi 
A. P'ruit Length and Width 
Frequejicy diatritomtions of fruit length and width in all 
generations are presented ia Figures 3 and 4, the means and 
•sriances in Table 1,^ and correlation coefficient b in Table 2, 
For length, the «ean is larger than that of either 
parent. The Fg, P^, and distributions are multimodal and 
positi-ffely skewed, and are transgressive so far beyond 
parental and values that length alone can hardly be geneti­
cally explicable without invoking extremely exceptional cases, 
fhe extensiT© segregation does not fit any generally kiK>wn 
model of qualitative factors, Fowever, it is unlikely that 
genes are controlling length per se» but rather length is 
inherited as a component of, or in conjunction with, other size 
expressions, notably those of fruit shape. 
Frait width of is ihtermediate between and Fg. 
fh® Pg, Pg, and individu^ils distribute multimodally between 
parental values, but the distributions cannot be sharply 
divided into classee. The small parent is recovered in the 
selfef g^erations, whereas the large width of Pg is not. 
In Table 2, the correlation between length and width is 
positive in Pg* ^l» negative in Pg, Pg, and 
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Tatole 1. Means and •ariances of finilt 
length and width 
'length' " " " width" 
di\ Mean kean Scuar® Mean i^ean 3c|uax« 
lam RUB 
BXoekg 14 1,6143 0.3214 
Irror 42 1.3481 0.1762 
(Red Chili) 285 43.5 0.0881 8.4 0.0056 
^2 C Sxiimybrook) 283 48,2 0.0974 65.6 0*1078 
285 51.3 0.0620 25.1 0.0246 
'2 885 48.9 2.3468 25.0 0.2717 
totsil 085 51.5 3.5746 83.4 0.4003 
between 
prog®nies S9 26.3964 3.3346 
within 
prostenies 824 1.7262 o.iyoii 
F4 total 802 50.1 3.3780 23.2 0.3855 
between 
progenies 59 23.6297 2,8100 
withia 
progenies 823 1.9262 0.2117 
Tsble 2, Co pre Int. Ions within 
generations 
s-Gorrelatioa between f, Fo F F„ t' F. 
1 1 2 3 4 
Length and ^Idth .56 .15 .12 -.57 -.24 -.26 
Lon.-fch and width .12 -.45 -.11 -.72 -.74 -.71 
independent of green weight 
Length and green weight .73 .53 .39 .12 .17 .17 
Length and gr-^en wei^t .57 .64 .39 .68 . 73 .69 
inrlependerit of width 
Width and gp<=en weight .68 .75 .53 .77 .85 .82 
I'idth and green wei^t .47 .80 .52 ,88 .93 .91 
independent of length 
Shape and dry weight -.13 .14 -.28 -.22 -.22 -.19 
Shape and dry wei^t -.11 .14 -.27 -.20 -.21 -.18 
(logsrithemic analysis) 
Shape and green weight -.10 -.03 -.21 -.26 -.29 -,26 
Shape and green weight -.07 .005 -.20 -.28 -.31 -.29 
{loyarithBiic anp lyfei s) 
"Signific'int l^ivels for P^, Pg, and Fj 0.11 at 5^ level, 
0.15 at 1;^ level. 
for Po, BV, and P> 0.06 at 5)1 level, 
.08 at 1% level. 
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g«neraticms* fhis is one of th© reasons offered by Sinnott 
(1935) for a theory that factors controlling sh'ipe exist* In 
non-segregating generati ns, in which variation is not genetic, 
any enviroraaaental deviation in one dimension, length, may be 
positively correlate'^ with that in th© other dimension,^ width# 
In segregating generations, if length and width genes are not 
linked, th© genetic correlation should be aero. If they are 
genetically linked, the correlation, its mgnittide depending 
on crossover values, should be higher in Pg than in Fg, and 
higher in Fg than in P^. In ease of complete linkage, in 
which length and width together express shapf, a strong correla­
tion is expected* 
The length and width corr^laticm coefficients of -.S?, 
-#24, and -*26, althoui^ highly significant, ape of mediocre 
aiagnltud© as compared with those attributed to developmental 
processes, such as the partial correlation between length and 
width independent of weight (or at constant weight), and 
that between length and green weight independent of width. 
Also, the correlation coefficients of length find green wei^t 
(•12, *17, «17) in the Pg, and are smsll, whereas those 
of width and green weight (.77, ,85, ,82) are large. Conse­
quently, it csnnot be too conclusively inferred that dimensional 
growths are entirely governed by shape factors. Some indepSn-
dent gene® for l&cig'h or width may exist in this cross of Red 
Chili and Sunnybrook, 
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Sharp segregations of shape indices in the F2, and 
(Figures 5 6«id 6) give evidence that shape genes are major 
operative factors, which regulate the relative growths of length 
and width. The final fruit length and width are largely manl~ 
festations of interaction between fruit weight end shape* 
Slmpe, in general, is negatively correlated with dry 
or green weights, whether analysed on an arithmetic or 
logarithmic scale* Although the correlations in the segregat-
ing generations are highly significant, the values (-.18 to 
-*31) are relatively small. If shape factors are linked with 
weight factors, most of them must be but loosely so. 
The existence of shape genes as major determiners of 
relative dimensional growth rates wns demonstrited in the red 
pepper bj Kaiser (1935). He observed that the ovaries from 
prlmordium stage to anthesis were essentially similar in 
shape in all varieties and crosses which he investigated. 
After anthesis, he foii,d two rates of relative growth in 
length and width, a strai^t line and a sickle-shaped curve. 
In one cross, the Fg relative-dimensitmal growth curves could 
be divided approximately into three sickle-shaped to one 
strai^t-lined, indicating a single gene pair segregating, but 
the mature fruit shapes did not exhibit that ratio. In the 
F of the other cross, he obtained a ratio of three strAlght-
lined developmental curves to one sickle-shaped, domlname 
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b^ing reversed, and the mature fruit shapes could be separated 
into two distinct groups. In other species, tomato {Yeager, 
1937), squash (Sinnott and Tmrham, 1929), cucimber (Hutchina, 
1934), and watermelon (Weetman, 1937), fruit-shape dissimilari­
ties were shown to be fixed before anthesis, in the ovary 
primordia* 
For the above reasons, it seems justified to analyse 
length and width as a ratio, or shape index, rather than to 
iKfestigate th®a separately. Shape factors. Indeed, have been 
identified by several investigators. Lindstrom (1927b) 
located a shape gene lixiked with "dwarf^ and ''peach*' on first 
chr(Maoso«e of the tomato. Nevertheless, this does not imply 
that factors for length or width do not exist* They may be 
present, but have only minor effects in the development of 
red pepper fruit as compared with shape factors* 
B. Fruit Shap« 
The absolute values of shape indices (length divided by 
width) are plotted in Figure 5, and their logarithms in 
Figure 6. The freouencies can be combined in each generation 
since block variation is very small as shown in Table 5# 
It is desirable first to decide whether the analysis 
should be made on the arithmetic or logarithmic scale. Prom 
Table 3, the trend of means of to is generally increaaing. 
The (2»04) is lower than the arithmetic average of and 
4 
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p (2«97), These facta, however, do not distinguish dominance 
of small from multipllcstiv© actions of genes. The logarithmic 
laeans also do not serve as a criterion. 
Variance of which has high shape index (elongated 
fruit), is the largest of all variances of non-segiregating 
generations, that of intermediate, and that of Pg (ohlate), 
the smallest. I'he ratios of variances to means follow an ex­
ponential curve. A regression line be fittecl to standard 
deviations and means for estimating environmental variation 
of Pg, Fg, and F^« B\it, hy transforming data to logarltlms, 
the variances of Pg, and are nearly eoual, averaging 
•001111. Thus, environmental variation is multiplicative, 
and probably so are gene effects, Relyir.g on this parallelisa, 
the author decided to use logarithms; hence, multiplicative 
gene actions are assume 
Logarithmic distributions of P2, F^, and are positively 
skewed, each with three modes, suggesting a major gene for 
fruit shape with incomplete dominance of oblate type. The 
homozygous dominant class cannot be isolated from the hetero-
ssygotes, but the recessives can be separated from the other 
two types. When the separation is made, the observed 
frequencies may be tested against the monohybrid ratios. 
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Tsble 4, EstimRte-^ variances of fr'alt Bhn-pe 
indices, logarithmic anfilysls 
Average environmental variance c ,001111 
Kegresslon of progeny means on Fg progeny means 
,6800 
Senerations Genotyplc Variance Genetic Variance 
F. 
Fg total 
.0.'^?5416 
,045980 
between progeny means ,025601 
within progenies ,033416) 
,046657 
between progeny means .019805 
within progenies K,033416) 
total 
,017111 
1.50(,017111) 
,017111 
i( .017111) 
1,75(,017111) 
,017111 
i( ,017111) 
&©notypic variance between progeny mesne = {,377452 -
,023436) = ,023601 
Genotyplc variance between progeny means - i ,324955 -
,027876) s,019805 
37*7452 Genetic vgrlflnce between F3 progeny means « ,6800 = 
,017111 
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Log Clas!? intervals o 
To^O' Ul to .88 Expected ratio X 
Fg 679 221 3 | 1 0.10 
533 360 5 I 5 2.51 
534 365 9 j 7 3,81 
Thft last vfilue of chi-anuare (3«B1) Is close to 3.84, 
the significant level ftt 5$ probf^hllity. This test of 
sleJilflcance should not be too strongly emphasized for 
deviations from ®xpeete ; ratios depend much upon the parti-
tioning of ntjmbers in the class between the two groups. 
Ilowetrer, the segregation characteriptic of ft single gene 
pair is resaonebly sharp. IT modes can be use^^ to evaluate 
genotypes, which is a reasomble supposition in this case, 
then, on & logarithiHlc scple, t' e variamces rmj be calculated 
for this monogenic segregation. 
Oblate (00) genotype s .06 {shape index 1.15) 
Heterofiygote (Oo) = .16 (shape-index 1.51) 
Elongate'^ (oo) genotype = .54 (ahspe index 3.43) 
aonotypic variance of ?<,> - ,0324 
Genotypic variance of F., « .0459 <0 
Genotypic variance of = .0520 
Genot7'^T)lc variances of F2 and P3 ^rf? slightly lower 
than the observed (.033416 and ,045980), whereas g«notypic 
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variance of is higher than the observed (»046657), lesviag 
no variance for ^ny other genes. However, the dominants (00) 
and the recessivss (oo) do not exactly correspond to the Pg 
mean (-•153) and the mean (•714) respectively. It may 
be inferred thst the difference between the genotype 00 
(at modal value of .00) and Pg type, or that between the 
genotype oo (at modal value of .54) and type. Is due to 
environmental variation and to the expression of this gene 
in dissimilar genetic substrates. 
The heterozygous value (Oo) minus the average of homo­
zygous values (00 and oo) gives the doainant deviation, d. 
Dominance of gene 0 over o s d - .18 - ^ 
= .0144 
With til© observed generation means, the calculated dominant 
deviation is far from expeoteds 
d « 4(Fg mean - Fg mean) s 4(.280 - .330) = -.200 
d a 8(P3 aesji - F4 aean) * 8( .530 - .326) « .040 
By subtracting the average 1 enviroment-^l variance 
(.001111) from the total variances of Pg, Fg, and F^, the 
genotypic variances may be computed as listed in Table 4. 
fhe ratios of genotypic variances are as followas 
.045980 - .033416 . ,0 
Ei¥^} - H(F2) » "" 
II(F2) - Wi^ 
H(P4) - HCPg) . .046657 - .045980 . ^QS 
HCFg) - H(Fg) " .045980 - .033416 
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The value ,38 wTileh is between one-half and one-quarter 
Is exp#ct<a<i ^.en dominance is incomplet<i='« 
Variance of Fg - Variance of Fg progeny »eana - 3/16 
5 •0S3416 - .023601 
= ,052347 
Variance of progeny Rteans - Variance of progeny 
means - 5/64 
s ,023601 - .019805 
= .080981 
The two values of are hi,^er* than the theoretical 
value of ,0144 eatimaten from genotypes. The differences a*y 
"be ascribed to various causes such as th© Interaction of 
the gene with substrate factors, or the environmental variance 
of .001111 may be an underestiniate. 
Froa Table 4, the r^^gression of on progeny means 
is .6800. The g^etic variance between means of Pg progenies, 
*774. EIP 
therefore, is ,6800 (--• ) or .017111, which is also the 
genetic variance of Fg. Using " right*s fornmla, if the 
parental means are taken as the genetic range (.847), and 
if genes are imlinked with enual effects, then, 
MinliKm niunber of genes : ^("an'ue v'rSnoe at fg) = 
Following panse's approach, if there is no epistHsy or 
linkage, the isean genotypic variance within Pg progenies ia 
.033416) or ,01^708. Variance of this variance is »0003017, 
016708 
The ^effective" number of genes Is ''qqq^'q'Iv approximately 
55, whieli xB n-jlte ''1^* '^'Jith the use of values, the 
nv-isber ia x 5 or PA, v^hero variance of variance 
is ,0002974. 
The genotypic vsriance of (#033416) used in the ea-
€St 
tiraation is acceptable ^fhen compared with th© genetic variance 
of Fg (.Ol?!!!), which is derived from the regression of mQ&QQ* 
However, the variance of variance mey be too low and inaccur-
fite since, with the ©resent experirnental design, the plants 
within each progeny ere confounded with block variation, 
atatisticilly speaking, the interaction of blocks and geno­
types within progeny is significant. An evidence of this 
interaction is shown by the ffict that the observevariont-e 
within F- progenies io •023435 and that within progenies 
« 4 
*027876• Theoretically, the former is expectef^ to be twice 
as large as the latter if ther© is no environaaent-sl or genetic 
interaction. Because of the interaction, both variances have 
to be estimtsd. from Fg genotypic variance with the condition 
that epistasy and linkage are absent. Also, it may be added 
that sn underestimate of environmental variance will give 
too high an answer for the number of genes. 
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G. Green Weight of Fruit 
Green weight m^iasures the weight of five fresh ripe 
fruits per plant• Distributions of green weights in various 
generations ar« presented in Figures 7 and 8, and the statis­
tics in fables 5 and 6. Since block differences are insigni­
ficant, the frequencies cm be combined in plotting the 
CURVES. 
nlth arithmetic analysis (Figure 7 and Table 5), th® 
distributions are uinimodal, and those of Pg^ Pg, and 
positively skewed, indicating dominance of small or multipli­
cative variations, The segregation, which aiakes the curve of 
a selfeu generation flatter than that of the preceding one, 
is accompanied with increasing i^gnitud© of kurtoais (eg) 
and variances# I'he small parent is recoverec^ in the 
segregating generations, but the largo P is not. The F, 
is closer to than to Fg and it is much smaller than th# 
average of the two parents (822,0), 
variances of Pg, and increase exponentially with 
means, thus the environment^^1 variation is multiplicative. 
The decressing trend of means from Pg to Is characteristic 
of gene actions with excess of dominance of large or epistaey 
of large, I'he hypothesis that dominance of small is the cause 
of skewness would be untenable. The alternative hypothesis, 
the multiplicative gene actions, rasy be accepted. However, 

•^ 5** 
I.<1.5 2.2'5 2.55 Z.8S 
L.OG,/^R.t-rHM OF" <S,KE.ELK1 WEtQHT 
MCX DL«=.-RE IBUTIONS. <OF=- LOG, A.K IT HM*3 OF" 
rieuiT WEIG,HT3 W (THIM Ci, EL kl EE./VT" IC5M=, 
Table 5. Statistics of green fruit wei^t, 
rrithmetlc anr-lysls 
df. Mean R kewness^ 
«1 
2 
KurtOSIs 
8g 
Mean Squar© 
gm. 
Blocks 14 1,520.86 
Irror 42 841.36 
Pj {Ked Chili) 285 9.0 0,62«'» 2.09 
Pg (Smnybrook) 283 454.9 -0.12 2,866.70 
285 59*6 -0.12 46.15 
885 61.7 l.OOfir* 1.26«# 598.16 
Pg total 883 56.3 1.40*«- 2.e2»# 881.34 
between progenies 59 8,004.00 
within progenies 824 371.34 
total 882 53.7 1.62«* 3.96«"» 854.80 
fcetween progenies 59 6,834.65 
within progenies 8S3 426.12 
1 / G^l = - ,141 for 
g ^ 
sgg • — #163 
^1» ^2 , and 
/ 
S3l = - .082 for Fg and F 
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it is noted that the mean is smaller thsn the Pg mean, 
whi^ is contrary to the expectation when doninanoe is of 
large, hut, hy logarithmic trsnsformation, the becomes 
larger than the Fg mean as expecte^i. 
All evidences strongly point to si oonclusion th!?t the 
effects of genee and environment are multiplicative. It 
is necessary, therefore, to transform the original data 
into logHrithms. After transformation, the freouency curves 
become normalized, except those of Pg and which are 
negatively skewed. The trend of means from to P^ de­
creases from 1.771 to 1.673j conseauently, it may be inferred 
that there preponderantly exist gmes with d<aMinance or 
epistasy of large. But the shift is away from the average 
of parental values (1.791), instead of toward it. i^n explana­
tion may be offered that the size genes are favore i in the 
genetic substrates of parental populations. It is obvious 
that any conclusion drawn from Pg, end P^ values would 
be a misconception. Since (1.771) is smaller than 
^1 ^8 m 1.791, one would assume dominance of small, which 
g— 
contradicts the Fg, P3, and P^ results. Had not the 
data been transformed to logarithms, the contradiction would 
be much worse. 
Inbreeding depression is a term often used to describe 
decreasing means with inbreeding. The depression may be 
broight about by two causes: segregation of genes with 
dominance or eplstasy of large directly affecting the charac­
ter, and general low vigor of the individual limiting the 
expressivity of genes* Since the Fg, Fg, and distribu­
tions of green wei^ts here soem to occupy the same range, 
ttie deorefising means can he attrilauted to the segregation of 
genea with dominance or eplstflsy of large, and not to the 
deterioration of the individual. The sltustlon may be gener­
ally true in other naturally self-fertilized plants, of which 
the chromosomes are Internally well balanced (Mather, 1943). 
Inbreeding does not l^er the vigor of the plant; on the 
contrary, it Is the crossing of different strains which does 
it since the chromosomes of hybrids of naturally self-
fertilized species may be relationally unbalanced. If domin-
nnee or eplatasy of la^^ge were not present, the hybrid means 
of the cross x Pg would have been much smaller than the 
observed, The balance?^ condition of chromosomes would then 
be a definition of the genetic substrate which affects the 
individual as a whole* A deduction from experiments in 
hybridising naturally self-fertilised plants, therefore, 
should take substrate factors Into consideration. 
For purposes of analysis, it may be assumed that domin­
ance of Irarg© C'^us'^s the decredsing trend of means of genera­
tions for eplstatlc effects of polygenes are yet to be 
demonstrated. Indeed, some Investigators have shown no 
eplstatlc interaction of polygenes. In Drosophlla egg 
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product!on> Stilus (194£) f ills to find bts^  Interaction be­
tween genes on th© three larg"? chromosomes. 
Ignoring epistasy, th© excess of oinlnance of large,2. 
in logarithms, may be ealeulste'l for predicting means of the 
next unselscted selfed generstions. 
*• ^3 ®eftn) - 4( 1»758 - 1.694) « ,256 
^di = 8(Pg Olefin — wean) • 8(1#694 •» 1»673) — .IBS 
Average « ^ - ^ 212 
Table 6 shows that P-j^ { ,004632) is somewhat more variable 
than Pg (»003002) and (,002928), If the average of 
pg, and variances (•003521) c n be used for estimating 
environmental variation of Fg, fg, and F^, the genotjpic 
variance then is the total variance minus the environmental 
variance as shown In Table 7, The ratios of genotypic variances 
of segregating generations are? 
H(F5) - mFg) ^  .047077 - .Oid45Sl . .92 
- H(#'p -oz^ssi 
H(F4) - H(Fg) ^  ,046773 - .047077 » -.01 
HtFg) - HCFgJ .047077 - .024531 
In order to explain these two ratios, certain genetic 
properties in additicm to dominance must be invoke i, such as 
Itnfeage and interactions. 
If linkage and epistasy are absent, and if dominant 
deviation is d^,. 
Table 7, Estimated variances of green weighty 
logarithmic analysia 
Average environatental varianc© « .003521 
Begression of progeny means on Pg progeny means -
•6441 
Oenerations Oenotypic Variance Genetic variance 
^2 .024531 .017530 
Pg total .047077 1.50 { .017530) 
between progeny means •025550 .017530 
within progenies ii .024531) U .017530) 
total .046773 1.75( •017530) 
between progeny means .024556 .017530 
within progenies i{ .024531) .017530) 
Oenotyplc variance between Fg progeny means 2 t .408259 -
,024990; S .025550 
aenotypic variance between progeny means a "J5 (.393992 -
•025654) s .024556 
408239 Genetic variance betwef^^^n progeny means s ,6441 r 
• 017530 
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V«riane» of - Variance of progeny means S 3/16 ^  
« .024531 - .025550 
2 
£ : -.005435 
Varlanc« of Fg progeny means - Varlanee of progeny 
2 
means - 3/64 t 
S .025550 - .024556 
2 = .021205 
Since £ {-.005435) la negative, there wast b© some 
unidentified phenomena counteracting dominant deviations or 
decreasing the variance. But the value becomes positive 
(.021205), indicating that their effects l>ecome lessened in 
advanced generations of selfing. In the computsition, the 
independence of genes was assumed. It is clear that linked 
genes in repulsion phase would give smaller variance than 
the same genes unlinked, «nd linkage effects slowly disappear 
as selfing continues. Thus, linkage, and »ilso certain kinds 
of eplstasy, may toe used for explaining the observed results. 
HeritatJillty, as measured by regression of on P , is 
3 
•6441. The genetic variance between P progeny me^ns is 
403239 ^ 
.6441 (-i—-) s .017530 which e uals genetic variance of 
Fg. suppose genes are unlinked and hnve equal effects, and 
parental values can be used as the genetic range (1.686;, 
Minimusi ntmber of genes a which is an 
underestimate since parentnl values nee<^ not be the extreme 
genotypes of the range. 
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Witli the variance-ratio method, aasuming no epistaey or 
linkage, 
_ M.024531) 
^Effective" nimber of genes = .ood^feSS" ' using Pj 
data 
t(.024531)* 3 
= lodSSSBS = l'4 
data 
As stated before, the variance of variance (,0003669 and 
•0002559) Bsay not be accurate since the design of experiment 
has been such that genotypes within progeny are confounded 
with block variation and the interaction between genotypes 
and tlocks is considerable, Also, the estimation ij^ores 
linkage sjid epistaay, which seem to be operative in this 
chsraoter. If the assumption is not true, an error would be 
larger with the use of than vsilues, Becaixse the average 
genotypic V5*riance within P4 progenies is expected to be about 
one-hBlf of th«t within Fg progenies, any deviation from the 
correct values would be magr 'fied in the P calciilation. 
Therefore, thirty-three is prefer© ' to seventy-two as an 
estimte of ntimber of genes. However, as tne attempt is to 
calculate the mlniiauia, the actual number may be much larger 
than thirty-three, 
D, Dry Weight of Fruit 
The five fruits per plant, whieh had been measured as 
green weight, were dried and weighed. As n fruit is primarily 
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coropos^d of -rarjing proportions of seed and fleshy pericai^, 
which contain different percentages of water and dry matter, 
the two messur^ents of weight may he tinparallel* But since 
"both green snd dry weights are frequently used to eatress 
size, it is of interest to determine if the genetical analysis 
will produce identical regulta. 
High positive correlstiona between grem and dry weights 
within generations are observed in Table 8» The rel*)tionship 
approximates a linear association* A heavy fruit is e3q)ected 
to contain large amount of iry matter, and vice versa, 
small differences between correlation coefficients with arith­
metic and logarithmic analyses miy be due to the rounding of 
figures. However, correlation of the mean weights between 
generations is an exponential one, which is shown in the 
list below. It is interpreted to mean that a large fruit 
has a higher percentage of water' than a small fruit, which 
may be one of the features of multiplicative effects of genes* 
Green weight mean, gsu 9*0 
Dry wel^t mean, pa« 2,5 
Mean log green wei^^t 0.94B 
Mean log dry wei^t 0.388 
£4 Ig £l £2 
53,7 56*3 61*7 59.6 434,9 
8*8 9,1 9.6 10,1 32.2 
1.673 1.694 1.758 1.771 2.634 
0.915 0.930 0.963 1.000 1.496 
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Tabl© 8, Correlation between dry and green weights 
within gen«x^tions 
Scale of Measurement P- Po P, P P- P. 1 ^ 1 2  5  4  
iTOim- I-—iMiiii i i i iwiii»Tniinnii  i- |>w-I ii  i i i  mi •ibiwimh ••• •  i m • inr- i • i i  ni-  • i  ni i inrTliHiii-wi in nw iiii  in-nri  n •  iiiTui-n rrn n 
Aritlfflieti© ,84 *48 .es *89 #90 .90 
Iiogarithffilo .81 .44 ,68 .90 .92 ,91 
All hi^ly si@alficar-t at 1;^ lerel 
—56 "• 
Th© fp©aii©ncl©8 of dry weight are combined, in each ganera-
tion, and grapMeal representations drawn in Figures 9 and lO, 
The data are subjected to a statistical ana lysis end the 
estiiMites given in Tables 9 and 10. Block variance in the 
logaritbffilc analysis Is at tbe significant level of 5^ 
probability? so the combining of results of all plots without 
adjustment introduces some error, which is ignorea here# 
Dry-weight distrib^^tion8 of segregating generations are 
positively skewed, and, with logsrithmic transfomatlon, 
they become somewhat negatively skewed. Variances of 
Fg, and fit the logarithmic an<3 lysis better than the 
aritlmetic. 
The arithmetic mean (10,1) is lower than the arithmetic 
ave age of parents (17*4), but its logarithraic laean (1,000) 
is higher than the average of parental logarithmic means 
(0,942) • I'he latter difference implies dotainance or epistaay 
of large, which is confinaed by the decreasing trend of 
means of Fg, Fg, and (1.000 to 0.915). Thus, multipli­
cative gene effects are still eachibited in dry weight, As 
the means of segregating generations tend to decrease, the 
positive skewnesE of the arithmetic distributions cannot he 
ascribed to dominance of small but to multiplicotive gene 
action} and the negative skewness of logaritbmic distribu­
tions may be attributed to dominame of large, The trend 
is not toward the parental average (0.942), so the substrate 
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fatole 9, Statistics of dry fruit weight, 
arithaetio analysis 
df. Mean Skewnesa^ Kurtosis^ Mean ^ quajpe 
lloeks 14 
gffl. 
45.7221 
Error 42 32.0348 
(Red Chili) 285 2.5 0.75*# 0.2057 
Pg (Synnybrook) 283 32.2 -0.11 33.8026 
285 10.1 -0.27 1.1558 
^2 885 9.6 0.71«^> 0.72«« 7.2514 
Fg total 88S 9.1 0.89»i^ 1.44»« 11.6928 
between progen­
ies 59 92.8292 
withia progenl«8824 5.8832 
total 882 8.8 0,9&*«r 2,07»# 10.7539 
between prog#n-
ies 59 
within progeni©en2S 
77.5175 
5.9677 
1  ^  ^  
« - •141 for Pg and Fj^; sgj^ « - .CB2 for P2» Fg, and 
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Tabl0 11» Estimated variances of dry fruit 
wei^t, log'i rithraio analysis 
Average ©nviroaaental variance » #005159 
Regression of progeny means on Fg progeny 
means s ,5820 
(Jeneratioas Oenotypic Variance Genetic ¥arianc« 
^2 .009706 .007734 
Pg total .022898 1.50( .007734) 
between progeny »eans .012236 .007734 
within progenies :.009706) .007734) 
P^ total .021845 1.75{ .007734) 
between progeny means .011691 .007734 
within progenies [.009706) i( .007734) 
Genotypic variance between Pg progeny means » »199332 -
.015793) « .012256 
Gemtypio variance between progeny raesns - .190636 -
.015273) 3 .011691 
X99332 Genetic varisnce between progeny means s »S82Q{ * ) « 
.007734 
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factors must be modifying th© expression of genes in parental 
populations* 
since the effeets of genes and environment are isultlplloa-
tlve, the analysis may then proceed on the logarlthialc base. 
A.asi«9lng no eplstasy, the excess of dominanee of large Iss 
1 s ^^^2 " ^3 mean) a 4( ,963 • «930} « .ISS 
l&l « eCFg mean - mean) s 8(•930 - .915) = .120 
Average * -|(«132 / .120) s .126, which iraay be used for 
predletloa of mean dry weight of the succeeding unselected 
selfed generations. 
?ariance of (•002533) is soaaller than that of 
.006077) and Pg{ .006867) . Tne average of the three (.005159) 
is taken as environmental variance for estimating genotypie 
variances in Table 11, The ratios of genotypie variances ares 
H(Fjj) - HCPg) ^ .022898 - .009706 . 
H(F4) - HCF^) .021845 - .022898 - •.08 
Hifg) - mfli * •6S2§s6 - .mm " 
If there is no linkage or epistatic interaction, and 
if d^ is a doBiinant deviation, 
, _ 2 
Variance of Fg - Yariance of Fg progeny means s 3/16 2-
- .009706 - .012236 
2di^» -.013493 
Variance of F„ progeny means - Variance of F. progeny 
o 4 
meA s 2 3/64 2. 
2 dj^^ • .011627 
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The results are identical to thos© of green wei^t. It 
mnj then "be atftteci that th«r® ar« indications of linkage in 
reptilsion phfiae or genetic interaction yet to be identified, 
fli© regression of on is .5820. iniie genetic 
variance of Fg is «582Q() or *007734. If genes are equal 
in effects with no linkage, and if genetic range {1»108) is 
the difference between parental means. 
Minimum number of genes = 
Since the individuals within progenies were planted in 
different plots and block variation is significant^ the 
observed values cannot be used in the calculation. The 
average variance within progenies is to be ©stlmted from 
Fg genotypic variance. If there is no linkage or epistasy. 
Effective number of genes s using F^ data 
.009706) 
= * 3 - 76, using 
data. 
These niMbers are identical to those of green weight. 
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V. CORGLUiilOSS 
Fnxit lengt'.b and width 
Results of statlsticsl analysis favor th® hTpothesis that 
mature fruit length and width in the pepper are pri®arlly 
determinec by shape and weij^xt genes. As a consequence^ from 
the bree ler* s aspect, it will then be iaipoesible to find a 
plant with fruit length or width beyond the limits of shape 
manifestation if weight is held constant. Length and width 
factors, per se, even if they are present, will provide only 
ffiinor variations in the hybrids after shape effects Mve been 
establish©:". Th© extremely transgrossive segregation of length 
alone can h&rdly be genetically eaiplained. Correlation studies 
also lead to the same concliision tbat fruit length and width 
factors are transmitted together as shape. This deduction 
is in agreement with other irvestigatcrs on similar problems* 
Fruit shape 
The ratio of length and width was used as a shape index. 
Since environmental variations are raultiplioative in Pg, 
and it is believed, by par 1leiism, that shape genes also 
act multiplicativelyj thus, the values of shape indices were 
transformed to logarithms for analysis# 
Trimodal distributions and apportionments of frequencies 
of P , and F indicftt© a single gene pair for shape with 
incomplete doaiinana® of oblate type. Assigning modal values 
to genotypes, oblste (00) » ,06 (inde^ 1,15), heteroiBygote (Co) 
s .18 (index 1,51), and elongate * (oo) a ,54 (index 3.43), It 
is dlseo'rererj that the totsl observed genotypie variances are 
all accounteo for by the segregation of this gene pair, i'he 
discrepancy between parentis! types and hoaoaygous genotypes 
may b© aecribec to ©xpiressivlty of the gene in dissimilar 
genetic substrates and environmental conditions. With the 
regression method, heritability of progeny meins was found 
to be 60 percent for fruit shape# 
The one-gene theory confirms the findings by Kaiser (1955) 
in his ontogenetic studies of the cross lY (oblate) x IX 
(elongated), in which, on a logarithmic scale, he obtains 
developmental curves of ?£ frultss three straight-linec 
(resulting In oblate shape) to one slckle-ehsiped (elongated). 
Inasmuch as Kaiser also gets a reverse jr^itlo in another cross, 
multiple allellsat may be the answer. If the theory is true, 
then breeding for shape genotypes will be a simple matter. 
On the other hand, shape manifest at icaa is preaa»ably compli­
cate;^ by genetic substrate factors and environment, which laake 
selection of individual segregants for parental types difficult. 
Sreen weight 
Using variances and trends of means as criteria, the 
envlronaental vmrlatlon and genlc manifestatl<m of fruit 
weight wer® foimci to be multiplicatively cumulative, 'J?he 
inference is in accord with several investigators ?/ho, rely­
ing on parental averag«Js, have ohserv©a th© Fg, snd hack-
cross values to he closer to geometric than arithmetic means# 
But a contradiction between the two raethods would arise 
regards doBilnanee relations as is revealed in the results 
here* fhe definite decreasing trend of means of segregating 
generations will 3e sd to a conclusion that genes are dominant 
for large or ©pistatic for large even though the is losrer 
than the average of parental values, from which dominance of 
small is usually inferred* An argument has been presenter! 
that parental and values are not always dependable for making 
Jtidgment on properties of genes because genetic substrates in 
those populations differ from each other. 
Weight Is the final fruit size attained by growth and 
development. Weight genes then must be those physiological 
factors which govern cell division and expansion, of which any 
vsriatioB will be atultiplicative# So It is natural to find 
weight genes manifesting multiplicative action, which, accord­
ing to recent re sorts, to prevail in many polygenic 
characters which nave been studied. In those characters, a 
proportionate progress in breeding would be a conse'^uence. 
Selection for high values would be enhanced by th© multlpllea-
tive actions of genes* 
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Results show that 64 percent of v plance of P_ progeny 
o 
means for fr»ait weight ia genotlc. The mtniinum number of gen«s 
for weight dlfferencee is of the order of 20 to 35, The 
prevalent dominance is that of large. With the observed 
variances, there ar© indic^^tlons that some genes are linked 
in repulsion phase or are eplstatic with each other, but no 
conelueive proof can be given In the present study* 
Dry weight of fraits is highly correlated with green 
weights Genetic amlyses of the two give identical results 
and conclusions with reference to the number and properties 
of genes, Dry and green "Speights must be expressions of the 
same genetic factors. For genetic 1 investigation. It makes 
no difference whether one chooses to study dry wei^t or 
green weight* 
It is inferred that aultiplicstive action of genes is 
manifested not only in the weight of dry matter of the fruits 
but also in the water content which incref^s's in percentage 
as fruits become larger# 
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VI. suMMAfnr 
For the determination of niaaber and nature of polygenes, 
fruit-siae characters, as expressed by length, width, shape 
index (ratio of length to width), gre^ weight, and dry 
wel^t, of the red p€»ot)er were chosen. Crosses were made 
between two varieties, the Red Chill with small elongated 
fruit and the Sxmnybrook (P ) with lax^e oblate fruit; and, 
without selection, the hybrids selfed to the fourth filial 
generation, fhe parents and all the hybrids were tested In 
the same year. *Bie data were subjected to statistical 
analysis and the estimates then compared with genetic expecta­
tions baae^'i on rarious types of gene action. 
1. Hesxilts confirm the supposition that length and 
width of fruit are largely expressions of shape and weight 
factors. Evidences show the existence of gene® for shape. 
The presence of genes for length and width per se is unlike­
ly; and even if they are pre8<^nt, they would cause only small 
deviations after shape manifestations have been accounted 
for. 
2, EnvlroMsental irariatlons of shape indices in P^, 
Pg, and populations are multiplicative in nature; probably 
so are genotyplc vari^itions in F^, and generations. 
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Trimodal logarithmic dletrlbatlons of segregating genera­
tions for fruit shape fit a one-geae hypothesis. When modal 
values are used to evaluate genotypes, the oblate (00) shape 
index is 1.15 (log .0 ), the hetero«ygote (Oo) 1.51 (log.18), 
and the elongated (oo) 3.4rs (log .54), oblate being pertially 
dominant to elongatei. The discrepancy of the hoasoaygovis 
genotypes and the oorresponding parental types is attributed 
to genetic substrate dissiiBilarltl©s snd ©nvirc®»ental modifi­
cations. 
The on@-gene theory closely agrees with Kaiser's conclu­
sion (1955) drawn from hie studies of pepper fruit develop­
ment. The numbers of genes, five '^md fifty-five, estimated 
from Oastle and Wright* a foraula and Pnnse' a vari»nce ratio 
respectively, aeom lTflprob«^bly high, 
5, For green weight, the effects of genes and environ­
ment are found to be tBultipHc'?tive. Heritf.bility of P3 
progeny menns is 64 percent. 
The atinimuiB number of genes in this pepper cross has 
bean estimted to be between twenty and thirty-three. The 
decreasing trend of means of selfed generations suggests 
that the genes are prepcmdewintly dominant for large or 
eplststic for large weight. Substrate factors seem to affeet 
expression of the genes. A study of variance reveals some 
evidences of linkage and eplstasy. 
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4, Dry weight and grf^en weight are strongly correlated. 
Both mast be expressions of the sime genes since identical 
results are obtained fro® the genetic analyses, Heritabil-
itj of F_ progeny means for dry weight is 58 percent. 
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